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Stephanie’s editing process

1. Let the manuscript sit for six weeks
2. Read in as few sittings as possible and take notes on what needs 

fixing
3. Sort my list into big fixes, medium fixes, and small fixes
4. Begin making changes starting with big fixes and working my way to 

medium and small fixes
5. Read the book chronologically and make all necessary tweaks
6. Proofread one more time
7. Send the book to critique partners



Jill’s Editing Process
1. Let the manuscript sit.
2. Read book, make scene cards, and make a list of problems by type.
3. Lay out my scene cards and brainstorm filling in the holes/problems.
4. Stack up my new cards and work my way through the manuscript, tackling the big 

issues first.
5. Once the manuscript feels like it’s the way I want it, I start doing editing passes for:

a. Each character’s personality, voice, motivation, and description.
b. Big elements like Storyworld, Magic systems, Language, and Theme..
c. To write the words well, descriptively, showing not telling, etc.
d. Tighten prose and trim.
e. Go through my weasel word list.
f. Proofreading.

6. Send the book to critique partners and/or beta readers.



For Example: Captives
1. I made a To Do list of the major 

problems.
2. I prioritized my To Do list, then 

took each item one at a time. 
3. Once the book was all put 

together again with the right 
scenes in the right places, I did my 
micro-edit passes.

http://goteenwriters.blogspot.com/2016/08/wewritebooks-post-26-micro-edit.html
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Plot/Story Problem
1. Plot is the events that make up your story. 
2. These events lead to the resolution of the story problem.
3. If you don’t have a problem, you don’t have a story.



What’s 
Katniss’s 
problem?



What does Katniss want?



To survive the Hunger Games so she 
can continue to provide for her 

mother and sister.

What does Katniss want?



What is standing in her way?



1. Other tributes who want to kill 
her.
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1. Other tributes who want to kill 
her.

2. The Capitol and their arena.
3. Her affection for Peeta.

What is standing in her way?



What happens if she fails?



1. She will die.
What happens if she fails?



1. She will die.
2. Her mother and sister will suffer.

What happens if she fails?



1. She will die.
2. Her mother and sister will suffer.
3. District 12 will not receive the 

prizes given to the winning 
district, which means more 
suffering for everyone there.

What happens if she fails?



So, what is the Story Prolem?



Katniss Everdeen must survive a vicious 
arena and 23 other teenagers bent on 
killing her in order to secure the wellbeing 
of her mother and sister. If she dies they 
die. If she lives, her friend, Peeta, dies. 

So, what is the Story Problem?
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No Story Problem? Ask Yourself:
1. Who is my hero?
2. What happened to him?
3. What does he want? 
4. What is standing in his way?
5. What happens if he fails?



You Might Be Just Fine
1. Who is my hero?
2. What happened to him?
3. What does he want? 
4. What is standing in his way?
5. What happens if he fails?
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https://jillwilliamson.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Scene-Plotting-Chart-2-POV1.pdf

Filling in Gaps
Want a copy of this form? 
Go to jillwilliamson.com 

and click on the 
“For Writers” tab.



https://jillwilliamson.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/by-darkness-hid-scene-plotting-example.pdf 
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What Filling in the Gaps Looks Like: 
Storyboard Style



Writing a Transition Scene



I wasn’t hurt that badly. Just a sprain. Keri tried to talk me into 
going to the hospital—she actually thought my foot was broken! 
Eric just wanted me to go home and rest. 

Not going to happen. 

We were in the lead, and if I went home now, James and Ella would 
win. 

So, we drove over to Ella’s house. We couldn’t just barge in, so we 
went around the side, me limping the whole way. We found an open 
window. It took some careful steps and leaning on Eric’s arm to 
squeeze behind a prickly rose bush, but once I did, we had the 
perfect view of James and Ella in the kitchen. And they were talking 
about where to go next!



Use the Same Process to 
Plot/Troubleshoot a Series



When Your Book is Broken



Book Surgery
1. I “saved as.”
2. I made a list of scenes on my grid chart.
3. I cut twenty percent--on paper–by subtracting from each word 

count. Now each chapter had a new word count goal.
4. I made a To Do list of necessary changes..
5. I worked through the To Do list, adding when I needed to.
6. I cut twenty percent--for real. I did this by:

a. I trimmed descriptions.
b. I cut action tags and trimmed dialogue.
c. I cut some chapters and scenes.
d. I cut weasel words.
e. I sought out non-contractions.
f. I trimmed paragraphs that have only one-to-five words on 

the last line.
g. I trimmed chapters that had only one-to-five lines on the 

last page. 



Original (62 words):

       I had to get away. Anya had practically killed me last 
summer with her knife, and I really didn’t want her to know I 
now sported a cross-shaped scar on my chest. I had a feeling 
she’d take that as proof that I was the profile match she’d been 
looking for and decide to torture me for information I knew 
nothing about.

Rewrite (60 words):

       I had to get away. Anya had practically killed me last 
summer with her knife, and I didn’t want her to know I now 
sported a cross-shaped scar on my chest. I had a feeling she’d 
take that as proof that I was the guy she’d been looking for and 
decide to torture me for information I knew nothing about.



The Map Method 
of Fixing what 

is broken.



The Map 
Method







When the Book is Too Short: 
How to Add Words

1. Add description: People, settings, actions. Use the five senses. 
2. Weed out telling and show instead.
3. Add cohesion and foreshadowing. (i.e. Izzy & Abuelita scene.)
4. Add a subplot or a plot thread–Stephanie is going to talk about 

how she does that.
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How to add a new plotline to your manuscript:

1. Write a brief description of each scene on an index card, one scene per card. 
Use the same color of card. Line these up in chronological order.

2. Brainstorm what additions you could make. Consider both the main character 
and other characters.

3. When you’ve picked the plotline you’re going to add, consider the additional 
scenes you’ll write. Write a brief description of each new scene on a different 
colored index card.

4. Consider the scenes you already have and put the new scenes where you 
think they should go. Also, mark original scenes that you know will need 
heavy revising because of the new plotline.

5. Write the new scenes and plop them into the manuscript.
6. Reread the manuscript from beginning to end, making revisions along the way 

to weave in your new plotline. 
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How to brainstorm plot twists:

1. Grab your index cards again!
2. Write 5 major(ish) characters, 1 per card. Lay them 

facedown in a pile.
3. Repeat process with 5 story settings and 5 big(gish) 

story events.
4. Draw at random from each pile or from the same pile. 

Brainstorm connections.



Your Villain Needs an Action Plan!
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Compelling Main Character Goals:

1. High stakes. Bad stuff happens if they don’t 
achieve their goal.

2. It’s noble. (Or at least understandable.)
3. It’s strong enough that others support them.
4. It’s strong enough that others oppose them.
5. It’s achievable . . . but not on their own.



Goals for other major characters

What do the other characters care about 
most in the story? What are they working 

toward? How might that create conflict 
with the main character?



They can care about your main character and still 
have different goals:

Peeta
To remain true to 
himself during the 

games.

Haymitch
To get sponsors for 

Katniss so he doesn’t 
have to watch both his 

tributes die again.

Gale
To take care of his family 
and defy The Capitol in 
whatever ways he can 

without jeopardizing their 
safety. 



“The voice journal is simply 
a character speaking in 
stream-of-consciousness 
mode. You prompt the 
character by asking the 
occasional question, and 
then just let your fingers 
record the words on the 
page.”



Help!
All my characters are the same!
Achan . . . Martyr . . . Spencer



Main characters in one 
word or phrase (and why)

Levi: In control
Mason: Backwards
Omar: Worthless

Shaylinn: Ugly



Character growth words



Character growth words

Wilek:   
Conflicted

Certain
Humbled



Character growth words

Charlon:
Victim
Master

Trapped



SETTINGS



Setting
-Does the storyworld work?

-Where are readers confused?
-Are there storyworld holes?

-Is the timeline clear?
-Do you need more research/interviews?



Real Place? Find a Local

Find the right 
beta reader(s).
(Rick Barry).



A Book Map Should

-Communicate 
information 
effectively

-Serve its purpose 
(which only you 

need to define for 
yourself).



Show The Points Of A Journey



Show Physical Attributes Of The Land



Show The Layout Of A Building



Show The Layout Of Something Else



Show Boundaries



Show Key 
Locations



Captivate



milieu
surroundings, especially of a social or cultural 
nature.

Dictionary.com



3 questions I ask about my setting during macro edits:

1. Have I captured how it feels to live in this time 
and place?
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3 questions I ask about my setting during macro edits:

1. Have I captured how it feels to live in this time 
and place?

2. How robust are the places within my setting?
3. Does my setting make sense?





MICRO 
PROBLEM 

AREAS



Common Micro Problem Areas
1. Point of View
2. Description
3. Showing vs Telling
4. Dialogue
5. Pacing
6. Tightening Your Writing
7. Cliches



HOW TO KEEP 
TRACK OF 
DETAILS



Create a Story Bible



Create a Story Bible in Word



Create a Story Bible in Excel



Create a Story Bible in Scrivener



Create a Story Bible on Pinterest



Bulletin Board



Character Charts



Calendars and Timelines



What To Include
-Info Sheet for each book with logline, blurb, and synopsis.

-Character sheets, pictures, and backstory details.
-Storyworld details.

-City or location details.
-History (political backstory, wars, government).

 -Calendar of events or timeline.
-Maps and floor plans.

 -Important research (medicinal herb list, architecture terms, etc)
 -Important details (Magic, laws, family trees, school schedules, etc)

-Inspiration (photos or concept art)



GoTeenWriters.com

Click “Get your free story 
workbook tutorial”















Sections in my historical research notebook

1. Story
2. Era/Setting
3. Fashion
4. Original source documents (newspaper articles, 

etc.)
5. List of digital resources
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Questions to ask about each scene

1. If I cut it, would it matter?
2. Can I make this scene work harder for me?
3. Am I showing this scene from the right POV?
4. Did I arrive fashionably late?
5. Do I promptly provide context for my readers 

(Who, what, when, where, how, and why)
6. Why would my reader come back?
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Jill’s Weasel Words
1. Vague words (Many, few, lots, etc.)
2. Absolutes (Every, very, entire, etc.)
3. Verbs that facilitate telling (Feel/felt, see/saw, think/thought, etc.)
4. Infinite Verb Phrases (Starting sentences with -ing words)
5. Continuous action words (As, when, while, after, etc.)
6. Should-Be Contractions (It is, you have, we are, etc.)
7. Pronouns (I, he, she, they, we, etc.)
8. Time transitions (Just as, the next day, all at once, etc.)
9. Adverbs (-ly words)

10. Double verbs (Started to, began to, etc.)
11. My own overused habits (Triplets)
12. My own typo words (Thought/though/through, loose/lose, think/thing.)
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7 final things to search for in your manuscript

1. Dialogue tags
2. Was/Is
3. Pointless adverbs
4. Pet words or phrases 
5. Pet punctuation (Hello, em-dashes)
6. Weasel words
7. Personal common typos (“think” when I meant 

“thing.”)



DOWNLOAD OUR LIST

GoTeenWriters.com

Click “Free downloads for teen writers” tab



Enlist the Help of (Other) Proofreaders!

Don’t forget!



James Scott Bell


